The professional social
network for researchers
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“… ‘We asked instead, how do you highlight the
individual as opposed to the product?’”

“The platform bridges the gap between
research, collaboration, and networking ...”

© 2018, Knowledge Observer Inc. All rights reserved.
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01. The Expectations
As scholars, researchers, and scientists you are expected to
•
•
•
•
•

develop an online presence;
act as ambassadors for your institutions;
maintain relations with colleagues and meet new potential collaborators;
be involved in research; and
engage with potential funders.

02. The Need
You need access to a platform that gives you more than a view of your download
and citation statistics. But tools that are currently available to scholars and
researchers don’t focus on you – the researcher – and, consequently, don’t always
deliver.

03. The Solution
Meet Scholabrate®, a new professional social network for researchers. Focusing on
you – the researcher, Scholabrate represents the next generation of Academic Social
Networks (ASNs).
Based on a researcher-centered design philosophy, Scholabrate helps you develop
your online presence and establish credibility, leading to social interactions that can
further your research career and your institution’s brand. After all, you are more than
the sum of your publications!

“Scholabrate is the future of
ASNs ...”

www.knowledgeobserver.com
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04. Some Highlights
Your Brand
Unlike other ASNs focused on
becoming publication
repositories, Scholabrate helps
you develop your personal
scholarly brand, leading to
increased visibility, credibility,
and recognition.
Engage

Move On

Enjoy multiple communication
modes for collaborative
interactions within the
Scholabrate environment. Use
our integrated instant
messaging, chat, and videoconferencing tools to
collaborate, seek feedback,
connect with audiences, and
engage in discourse.

Article download statistics are
nice, but don’t tell the whole
story – your story!
Scholabrate’s proprietary data
visualization dashboard
showcases your achievements
more easily and makes insights
more readily available so you
can think “outside the box.”

Create

Go Further

Scholabrate’s integrated tools
free up to 50% of the time
spent in the typical research
workflow* on switching
between apps, giving you and
your team the freedom to
focus on what’s important.

Participate in scholarly and
cross-cultural exchanges by
harnessing the power of the
cloud to overcome barriers of
time, location, economics and
access to technology faced
by many researchers around
the globe.

* The typical research workflow is described in
“Innovations in Scholarly Communication:
Changing Research Workflows”. Available at
https://101innovations.wordpress.com/.

Extend
Improve teaching
effectiveness & learning
outcomes by moving the
education experience beyond
the classroom.
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“Many well known academic social
networks offer profile pages and uploading
options … but they do little to show the
complete story … Scholabrate highlights all”

Mendeley

Google Scholar

ResearchGate

Academia.edu

Scholabrate

05. ASNs

Profile

Profile Page
Scholarly Reputation Dashboard
Performance Metrics
Performance Data
Social Media Sharing
Alerts & Notifications
Personal Feed
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Contributions

Contributions List
Automated Publications Search
Contributions URL
Database Publications Search
Search Contributions by Tags
Publish Papers w/ DOI
Share Publications
Publication Download Statistics
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Networking

Networking
Connections Management
Connection List
Follow Others
Search People by Tags
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Groups

Public Discussion Groups
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Collaboration

Multi-Media Sharing
Collaboration Tools
Project Management
Public Research Groups
Private Research Groups
Dedicated Channel Libraries
Direct Messaging
Live Video/Audio
Live Chat/IM
Off-The-Record Messages
Voice/Video Messages
Multi-Lingual Chat
Searchable Archive
Sharable Library
Reference Manager
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Academic Social Networks*
Comparison Chart

* Data last verified on Dec. 1, 2017
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06. Connect with Us and More
To start scholabrating, visit https://scholabrate.com/. Registration takes less
than 2 minutes.
For more information about Scholabrate, visit
http://www.knowledgeobserver.com/scholabrate.
To enquire about how Scholabrate can help your institution, contact our
representatives at institutional-solutions@knowledgeobserver.com.
Watch the Scholabrate video at https://youtu.be/GPShI7EHn2I
In our commitment to your convenience, Scholabrate is accessible across
all devices (PC, Tablet, and Mobile).
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